Superior
Dan Panorama Tel Aviv

Prof. Yehezkel Kaufmann Street 10, Tel Aviv-Yafo, Israel
The Dan Panorama Hotel offers easy access to everywhere you want to be. Cross the road fronting this
Tel Aviv hotel and you’re on the Mediterranean where great beaches and soft sands greet you. A stroll
along the coastal promenade takes you to the flea market and scenic harbor of ancient Jaffa, or to the
outdoor cafés of Tel Aviv. A fascinating walk through the adjoining historic neighborhood leads to Israel’s
major corporate and financial headquarters.

Sample Rooms:

Kibbutz Lavi, Galilee

Lower Galilee Kibbutz Lavi, Lavi, 15267, Israel
The Kibbutz Lavi Hotel was established in order to offer you a fulfilling experience with no compromises. The hotel is located
in Kibbutz Lavi, an area of lush vegetation surrounded by green fields. In Lavi guests and visitors can enjoy the magnificent
views of the region of the Sea of Galilee and the Golan Heights. At our hotel hospitality is our stock-in-trade, and we give
special attention to the needs of the religious community. In every aspect of the Hotel and its facilities – including the lobby,
the kitchen, the restaurant, the pool – a high level of kashruth and religious observance is strictly maintained.
Sample Rooms:
Hod Suites- An elegant, spacious suite containing two comfortable rooms stylishly furnished with a pleasant harmonious color
scheme. The suite contains a Jacuzzi bathtub and a large veranda overlooking the spectacular views of the Galilean mountains.
The suite has a couch that opens to a double bed, two flat screen TVs with a choice of channels, a mini-refrigerator, coffee and
tea, a safe, free Wi-Fi.
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Superior
Dan Panorama Jerusalem

39 Keren Hayesod St., Jerusalem 94188
The Dan Panorama Hotel Jerusalem with its dignified architecture and honey-colored Jerusalem stone exterior resonates with
the spirit of this legendary city. One of Jerusalem’s favorite hotels, the Dan Panorama Hotel boasts an exceptional location that
enables you to explore Jerusalem’s multifaceted attractions simply by stepping outside. Across the road a splendid park greets
you. Around the corner is the fabled King David, a destination in itself with magnificent public areas where politicians and
headline- makers mingle. A scenic stroll along historic landmarks takes you down to the endlessly fascinating Old City that
invites you to explore a medley of cultures, famous holy sites of the three monotheistic faiths and the more earthly attractions
of vibrant multicolored open markets.

Sample Rooms:
Dan Panorama Jerusalem Hotel has 292 rooms including Suites, Family rooms and Executive Carmel Rooms.

Regency Palace, Amman
Queen Alia, Jordan

Regency Palace is a five star distinctive luxury hotel, a member of WorldHotels, located in the heart of Amman. Following a
comprehensive renovation, the hotel welcoming ambiance, elegant comfort, and personalized service are designed to make
your stay second to none. Our hotel is home to a new display of modern meeting facilities and unique venues for incentive
travel, whether it is a conference for 500 people, a lavish dinner, or a reception, the amicable and competent people of our
hotel will ensure a once in a life time memorable experience.
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Sample Rooms:

Superior

dy

Beit Zaman Marriot, Petra
Al Nawafleh Street, Petra City Center, Petra, Jordan
A 5 stars Beit Zaman hotel, located above Wadi Mousa, the town where Petra is located, is built around a 19th century village
and so has quite a traditional feel to it with open stonework and original architecture. The 129 rooms are full of character;
most of them differing in size, shape and features such as archways, and the furniture is simple yet effective. All rooms feature
A/C, satellite television, direct dial telephone, mini-bar, private bathroom with hairdryer and safety deposit box. The hotel has
several exceptional restaurants that offer excellent Arabic and international cuisine.

Sample Rooms:
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